
FISE MONTPELLIER 2022
BMX STREET

FISE Montpellier is a selection of contests in sports areas and parks that have been 
specifically designed and assembled by Hurricane Group to enhance the perfor-
mances of riders at the highest world level while remaining accessible to junior and 
amateur categories.
 
Urban sports communities are full of riders who stand out for their commitment. Whether involved 
with new generations of riders, social causes, or the reputation of their discipline(s), many of them 
carry their enthusiasm into the wider world.

STREET PARK
 
Benches, ramps and stair steps added to Boxes and Quarters create a versatile and diverse Street 
area. The aim is to assemble a space that replicates urban architecture on which riders can create 
lines to express their finest skills. 

BMX STREET CONTEST PRESENTED BY VILLE DE MONTPELLIER

The BMX Street playground comprises benches, quarters, rails and other types of stair that have 
been manufactured to reproduce the outdoor layout of urban centres. The evaluation criteria fa-
vour the expression of each rider’s individual style; the educated audience particularly appreciates 
riders who go beyond the usual routines and launch original and subtle trick/module compositions.

Boyd HILDER – age 26 – AUSTRALIA
A true BMX all-rounder, Boyd surprises with his ability for hyper-intense, detailed rides on both 
Park and Street. Such versatility gained him top spot at FISE Montpellier 2019. He shares his talent 
with a community of over 87k subscribers with his incredible all-new videos.

Courage ADAMS – age 26 – SPAIN
Courage was born in Nigeria but moved to northern Spain with his family when he was five. His 
incredible talent for BMX emerged seven years later. While he excels in technical skill, his trade-
mark consists of long and almost impossible Manual combos. In addition to this singularity, he is 
an unassuming and enthusiastic rider who has been delighting the crowds since he won at FISE 
Montpellier 2017.

Anthony PERRIN – age 23 – FRANCE
Anthony is nicknamed P’tit Chase» because of his resemblance to the famous American rider 
Chase Hawk. He started competing in 2012, came 3rd at FISE Montpellier 2019, and is one of the 
most innovative street riders on the French BMX scene. His combination of technique, talent and 
personality guarantees him many podium finishes.


